
Roseworthy – Gwithian and Gwinear Parish Council – Phase 1 traffic Calming 

 

 

Entrance to Roseworthy from Connor 

Downs.  Elongated 40 MPH Roundel to 

be placed in conjunction with 40MPH  

sign.  

 

 

 

Entrance to Roseworthy from Camborne.  

Elongated 40 Roundel to be placed in 

conjunction with 40 sign. Min 150mm 

spacing from double white lines to avoid 

visual bleeding of lining. 

 

  

Roseworthy from Camborne.  40 MPH Repeater roundel must 

be used in conjunction with upright repeater.  The smaller 

repeater roundel size being used as < 40mph. Min 150mm 

spacing from double white lines to avoid visual bleeding of 

lining. 

 

 

 

40MPH Roseworthy from Connor Downs.  40mph repeater 

roundel must be used in conjunction with upright 

repeater.  The smaller repeater roundel size being used as 

< 40mph. Off set towards the centre of the road. Min 

150mm spacing from double white lines to avoid visual 

bleeding of lining. 

 

 
 

40MPH Roseworthy from Connor Downs.  40MPH 

Repeater roundel must be used in conjunction with 

upright repeater.  The smaller repeater roundel size being 

used as < 40mph. Min 150mm spacing from double white 

lines to avoid visual bleeding of lining. 

 

 

Dragons teeth to 

be installed before 

the left hand 

corner leading into 

the village.  SINGLE 

HEIGHT Standard 

CC spec dragons 

teeth ending prior 

to junction. Min 

150mm spacing 

from double white 

lines to avoid 

visual bleeding of 

lining. 

40MPH Roseworthy from Connor Downs.  40mph 

repeater roundel must be used in conjunction with 

upright repeater.  The smaller repeater roundel size being 

used as < 40mph. Off set towards the centre of the road. 

Min 150mm spacing from double white lines to avoid 

visual bleeding of lining. 

 

40MPH Roseworthy from Connor Downs.  40MPH 

Repeater roundel must be used in conjunction with 

upright repeater.  The smaller repeater roundel size being 

used as < 40mph. Min 150mm spacing from double white 

lines to avoid visual bleeding of lining. 

 

Roseworthy from Camborne.  40 MPH Repeater roundel 

must be used in conjunction with upright repeater.  The 

smaller repeater roundel size being used as < 40mph. Min 

150mm spacing from double white lines to avoid visual 

bleeding of lining. 

 

Entrance to Roseworthy from Camborne.  

Elongated 40 Roundel to be placed in 

conjunction with 40 sign. Min 150mm 

spacing from double white lines to avoid 

visual bleeding of lining. 
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